Social networks have attracted attention in different fields of research in recent years and choice modellers have engaged with their analysis by looking at the role that social networks play in shaping decisions across a variety of contexts. The incorporation of the social dimension in choice models creates the need for understanding how social networks evolve over time and in particular which social contacts (alters) are retained over time by an individual (ego). Existing work fails to capture the full extent of ego-level and ego-alter level heterogeneity in these processes. We propose the use of a hybrid model framework which is based on the notion of latent strength of relationship. The resulting model allows for heterogeneity in the latent strength both across individuals and across their different relationships. In addition, we allow for heterogeneity not linked to the latent strength concept. We demonstrate the benefits of the approach using data from Chile, showing the presence of extensive variations in retention of social contacts and in strength of relationship both at the ego and ego-alter level, only some of which can be linked to observed characteristics.
Introduction
Social networks have attracted substantial attention across different research fields in recent years, looking for example at information diffusion (e.g. Bakshy et al., 2012) and is based on the idea that when an actor (or ego) has the opportunity to make a change, he/she will select the new social composition from a given set of possible states of the network. The probability to select a given state x takes a form that is similar to a multinomial logit model, with the element corresponding to the utility function (called "objective function") defined as a linear combination of components called effects. The latter mainly refer to network characteristics, such as reciprocity and transitivity, rather than on sociodemographic and life-course information. Of course, both aspects could be incorporated for a more complete behavioural representation of the process. Moreover, a requisite for this technique is the use of complete networks. Exponential random graph models (ERGM), used to analyse the structural features of social networks, have been extended to incorporate their temporal dynamics (e.g. Hanneke et al., 2010) . A subset of these models is represented by the Dynamic network logistic regression (e.g. Almquist and Butts, 2013) , a model which is essentially the same as a binary logit model.
While the nomenclature is different, the underlying mathematical structures used are very similar to basic choice models. Although the social network analysis literature has applied these methods only in a relatively basic way, it provided a theoretical support for their suitability for the analysis of networks. The choice modelling literature provides much more advanced tools, able to represent more complex real-life behaviour, making use of ego-centric data on top of entire network data. This in part motivates our work in the present paper.
For these reasons, choice models represent a suitable tool for the study of how social networks evolve, and in particular to explain whether a given social contact is maintained over time. Indeed, the outcome of maintaining or removing a social connection from the network is a discrete outcome associated with certain variables. Mathematically, that type of outcome is correctly represented with such a model. From a behavioural perspective, this outcome can in some occasions be seen as a choice (e.g. if an ego decides to stop seeing an alter, or vice-versa) or as a result of a non-choice process (e.g. if an alter dies or is forgotten in the name generator). Discrete choice models can also accommodate latent constructs influencing the outcome, as we will do in this paper to measure the impact of relationship strength on the probability of retaining social contacts. Moreover, such models allow to acknowledge the presence of random heterogeneity across individuals and outcomes. Whether or not the actual process is a choice has little bearing on the mathematical suitability of the models.
As with many other decisions, there is scope for extensive heterogeneity, both deterministic and random. Crucially, this is an area where the heterogeneity may be especially strong at the individual level, so that the likelihood of retaining people in one's network varies extensively across individuals, but there is further (and possibly even larger) heterogeneity across the individual members of a network. This is line with the work on network evolution which often refers to "core" ties, identified as the ones who are emotionally closer to the surveyed individual, and which are also the ones that are generally more likely to be retained over time. These are often identified as the closest friends or family members, or through questions asking for the names of the people who provide more support. This creates the notion of relationship strength, which has been the object of studies linking it to frequency of interaction, amount of time spent together and reciprocal services (for a discussion, see Marsden and Campbell 1984) .
In the present paper, we put forward the idea of modelling this notion of strength of a relationship as a latent component within a hybrid choice model. We show how this allows us to separately account for different layers of heterogeneity, both at the level of individual survey respondents (which we call egos) and across the different members of their network (alters). The incorportation of these different levels of heterogeneity, together with the application of advanced choice models to social network dynamics, represents the main contribution of this paper. We demonstrate this approach using data from a typical name generator survey conducted in Chile. Our findings can be operationalized to dynamically predict the composition of the social network as well as the strength of the ties, both of which can lead to more realistic modelling of activity, travel and other choices.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the data collection protocol and describes the sample used for analysis. This is followed by a discussion of the modelling methodology (Section 3) and the results (Section 4). Finally, we draw conclusions about the modelling work performed in the paper.
Data

Survey and data collection
For the present analysis, we use longitudinal network data collected in two waves (2008 and 2012) within the Communities in Concepción project, in the city of Concepción, Chile. The project, aimed at understanding multiple aspects of the life of the respondents, included a very rich questionnaire, a name generator and name interpreter and a time use diary.
The questionnaire, which presented only minor differences in the two waves, asked respondents to provide information about themselves and their household, their housing arrangements as well as their past education and job history.
We make use of multiple parts of the questionnaire, although the crucial elements for our study are the name generator and the name interpreter. A name generator is a survey question, usually in the form of a table, asking respondent to list the names of the people in their social network (Campbell and Lee, 1991; Marsden, 1990) . Different studies use different types of stimuli to help respondents recall the relevant social network. For example, some studies are more interested in business networks, while others ask people to recall the names of those with whom they spend their free time. In the case of the present study, the instrument is based on Carrasco et al. (2008b) . Two different name generators were presented to respondents. Both asked them to report names of people outside of their household (could be friends, family members, neighbours etc.), dividing those who are emotionally very close from those who are "somewhat close", although not mere acquaintances. On top of providing the names of the alters, egos were asked to enrich this list by answering questions about them: some basic socio-demographic characteristics (sex, age, occupation, residential location) as well as some information concerning the relationship between the two are asked. In particular, egos are asked to specify for how for long they had known each alter (less than a year, 1-10 years or more than 10 years) and how they would define their relationship (immediate family, other family, neighbour, friend, colleague, someone from a club or organisation). Egos were also asked to report the frequency of interaction by different modes of communication with each alter. As in most social network surveys, respondents were given a separate table to report these additional information about each alter, referred to as the name interpreter.
The name generator was not the only part of the survey related to the social environment. A social capital section listed different "types of help" (e.g. advice on important matters, borrowing small amounts of money, assisting when ill), and for each of them asked the egos to identify one or more alters to whom/from whom they could grant/receive this type of help. Several Likert-scale questions about the ego's personality traits and subjective well-being were also included.
Finally, respondents are asked to fill in a time use diary for two days, a week day and a week-end day. Start and end times as well as activity type, place and people involved had to be specified.
The data were collected by an interviewer at the respondents' homes, except for the time diary, which respondents were given instructions about and let free to complete on the chosen days.
Sample characteristics
Participants were recruited by post using their home address. This implies that a certain number of respondents from the original (2008) sample of 240 were lost due to relocation or unresponsiveness. 102 people took part in both waves. Due to the specific nature of our study, we excluded from this sample the participants who did not complete the name generator in either wave or who did not have any overlap in their network, as we assumed that this was due to severe recall issues. The usable sample for analysis was made up of 94 respondents, who named a total of 1912 alters in 2008 (20.34 each, on average). Table 1 reports the socio-demographic characteristics of the egos as of 2008 (first wave) as well as some statistics about the life course events occurred between the two waves and network size statistics. For each level of the different statistics, we also report the number of alters recorded by egos with the given characteristics. Although the selection of the subsample for this analysis somewhat limited its representativeness, the originally collected sample matched the characteristics of the local population well (Carrasco and Cid-Aguayo, 2012) .
The histogram produced using the social network size data (see Figure 1 ) shows peaks around 15 and 16 contacts. It is also clear that only a handful of people name a particularly high number of connections, with only 1 person each naming 37, 43 and 44 As it can be observed from Table 1 , while in the case of the egos we can make use of both waves of data and infer life-course changes that could be relevant for social networkrelated behaviour, the same cannot be done when it comes to the ego-alter level variables. In fact, while we are aware of socio-demographic changes about the alters who have been retained in 2012, we have no information about those who are no longer part of the egos' network. This is indeed a potential limitation of the present work that we will come back to later on in the paper, as the outcome that we are focusing on is likely to depend not only on characteristics and events related to the ego's life, but also to those related to the alters. It is also worth acknowledging that some characteristics apply only to a few egos but are still used later on in our models. This is the case for example for egos going to university or getting a divorce. However, the modelling is clearly performed at the ego-alter level, and this is what enables the estimation of the parameters, where for example in the case of ego-student we have 127 observations, while for ego-divorced we have 43. Table 2 reports ego-alter characteristics. We can observe that for Sex Homophily, Age Homophily and Time known each other, the categories are of course mutually exclusive, while egos could classify a given alter as (say) both a colleague and a friend. This happens in a limited number of cases (230 out of 1912), not sufficient to create interaction effects in our models.
Modelling methodology
We observe E separate egos that participate in both the 2008 and 2012 survey, where for a given ego e, we have a set A e of different alters named in 2008. The objective of our modelling work is to explain the retention or loss of a given alter by a given ego 1 . For this, we specify y ae to be the dependent variable of a binary model, which takes the value 1 if and only if ego e retains alter a e in his/her network of named social contacts.
Binary models for retention of social contacts
As a first step, we model the retention of an alter as a function of the characteristics of the ego and alter in 2008 (z e,ae,2008 ) and any changes in the characteristics of the ego between 2008 and 2012 (z e,2008−2012 ). Using a simple binary logit model, we would then write the utility of retention as:
U e,ae = V e,ae + ε e,ae = δ + f (β, z e,ae,2008 , z e,2008−2012 ) + ε e,ae
where δ is an estimated constant, β is a vector of parameters measuring the impact of z e,ae,2008 and z e,2008−2012 on V e,ae and ε e,ae is an i.i.d. extreme value error term. The probability of the observed outcome would then be:
P ya e (δ, β) = e ya e ·Ve,a e 1 + e Ve,a e ,
and the likelihood of the sequence of outcomes for ego e would be given by:
where ae∈Ae is a product over all alters named by ego e in 2008. The simple base model accounts for some of the differences across egos and across ego-alter pairs in the probability of retention by linking this to observed characteristics. However, there is clearly scope for additional unexplained variation both at the level of an individual ego (affecting his/her probability of retention equally across all alters) as well as the ego-alter level. This latter component of random heterogeneity is potentially especially important given that the retention in a social network is driven not just by the ego but also by the alter, where an added source for this is the lack of data on changes in alters' characteristics/circumstances between 2008 and 2012 (given that this is of course only available for retained alters). Random heterogeneity at the ego level is relatively easy to deal with by making δ e ego-specific in Equation 1, and allowing it to be distributed randomly across egos with δ e ∼ h (δ e | µ δ , σ δ ), using for example a Normal distribution. Equation 3 then becomes a binary mixed logit model, with:
where the integration is carried out at the level of an ego, recognising that we are dealing with ego level heterogeneity.
The binary mixed logit model in Equation 4 will capture differences in the probability of retention across the individual egos in the estimation sample. Such differences are likely to exist both as a result of unobserved characteristics of the ego as well as unobserved characteristics in his/her circumstances. It is also likely that some egos are more likely to name the same alters in 2012 and 2008 than others, i.e. some are more prone to forgetting some alters than others.
While ego-level heterogeneity obviously plays a role in the retention of social contacts, there is also substantial scope for ego-alter level heterogeneity -to put it colloquially "it takes two to tango". Some of this heterogeneity can again be linked to the characteristics of the alter in 2008 and the differences/similarities between the ego and alter characteristics in 2008. However, there is substantial scope for additional unobserved heterogeneity. Such observation level random heterogeneity has received growing interest in choice modelling in recent years, and is typically referred to as inter-agent and intra-agent heterogeneity (Hess and Rose, 2009; Hess and Train, 2011) . In our case, we refer to it as ego-level and ego-alter level heterogeneity. In the simple binary case faced here, any random heterogeneity in δ at the ego-alter level would be very difficult (or impossible) to disentangle from the extreme value error term in Equation 1 2 . This forms the motivation for the remainder of our methodological discussion in Sections 3.2.
Hybrid choice model with two layers of heterogeneity
In this section, we delve deeper into the possible reasons for retention. Specifically, we hypothesise that a key driver in the retention of an alter a e in ego e's network is the strength of that relationship, and we show how incorporating this notion into our models allows us to have heterogeneity also at the ego-alter level.
Concept of latent relationship strength
We define α ae to be a latent variable which describes the strength of the relationship between ego e and alter a e . We hypothesise that this latent strength depends on the characteristics of the ego and alter in 2008, i.e. z e,ae,2008 . We exclude z e,2008−2012 from the structural equation of this latent variable as it is used to explain the strength of the relationship in 2008. We then write:
where γ takes a role similar to β in Equation 1. This structural equation for the latent strength includes two random error terms, one distributed across egos (η e ) and one distributed across alters and egos (η ae ). Both are specified to follow Normal distributions with a mean of 0, where, for normalisation, we set σ ae =1 and estimate σ e 3 . The rationale for two separate error terms is that we assume that the strength of a relationship varies both across egos and across alters for that ego. This means that we allow for the fact that some egos will be more prone to establishing strong relationships than others (variation across egos) and that even within a specific ego's network, certain ties will be stronger than others (variation across alters, for an ego).
Measurement models of latent relationship strength
The latent strength concept is explored in a number of measurement model components which use this variable to explain an ego's answers to a number of subjective questions, which we treat as indicators of the latent variable. This set of indicators I e for ego e includes seven binary responses and one ordered response. The binary items were from survey questions where the ego had to specify the names of the alters he/she was exchanging support with, in particular: giving advice on important matters and about job opportunities, lending and borrowing small amounts of money, receiving help in terms of mobility in times of need and whether or not the ego and alter participate in joint social activities; in addition, each alter could be reported in a different name generator depending on how emotionally close he/she was perceived: we use this as a measure of closeness. The ordered response related to the frequency of face-to-face contact. The selection of these statements as indicators of the latent variable was guided by studies in the field of sociology. Granovetter (1973) defines the strength of a tie as a "(probably linear) combination of the amount of time, the intimacy (mutual confiding) and the reciprocal services (...)". Some studies talk about "multiplexity", i.e. argue that the copresence of multiple elements constitutes a strong tie (e.g Kapferer, 1969 ), while others consider the possibility that ties with only one content or with diffuse content might also be strong (Simmel, 1950) . In our case, we did not have any measure of intimacy, but we did have measures of reciprocal services (the so-called social capital or support questions). We decided to also use the involvement in social activities as a measure of time voluntarily spent together.
Given these different and somewhat contradictory definitions, we acknowledge that the latent construct could be related to a social structure other than relationship strength, possibly linked to reciprocity. Nevertheless, the presence of the latent variable is important in our paper, and we believe that its interpretation as relationship strength is likely to be quite accurate. Whatever the source of the latent process, the mathematical framework is suitable for this analysis.
We use binary logit models to explain the answers to the first seven items, and an ordered logit model for the frequency of interaction. Each time, we estimate a parameter ζ i that measures the impact of the latent variable on the indicator, along with a mean parameter in the binary logit model and four threshold parameters for the ordered logit model (for the 5-level indicator).
Under the error assumptions made in Equation 5, the probability of the observed set of answers to these questions for a given ego e across all his/her alters is then given by: (6) where φ (η ae ) and φ (η e ) are Normal density functions with mean 0 and where, as mentioned above, the variance of η ae is normalised to 1. The probability P I ae,i (α ae ) for the observed response for indicator i for ego-alter pair a e is conditional on the latent strength, with the functional form for this probability being either binary logit or ordered logit. This leads to the estimation of two vectors of parameters for the measurement models (µ I and ζ I ) in addition to the parameters of the structural equation for α ae , namely γ and σ e .
Equation 6 involves integration at two separate levels, leading to an ability to separate out the two layers of heterogeneity (ego and ego-alter level), albeit at a high computa-tional cost (Hess and Train, 2011) . The estimate of σ e relative to the normalised σ ae gives an indication of the relative importance of the two layers of heterogeneity.
Two simplifications of this model arise. In the first, we allow for only ego-level random heterogeneity (but still deterministic ego-alter level heterogeneity through γ), meaning that we set η ae = 0 in Equation 5 and then normalise σ e to 1. We then rewrite Equation 6 as:
While this model is substantially easier to estimate, it led to slightly poorer performance, confirming the presence of extensive levels of random ego-alter heterogeneity. It is similarly possible to estimate a version with only ego-alter level heterogeneity, thus setting η e = 0 in Equation 5 and rewriting Equation 6 as:
This model now has random heterogeneity only at the ego-alter level, but the estimation of this (in contrast with the binary choice model) is made possible by the presence of multiple indicators at the ego-alter level, just as in Equation 6.
Introduction of latent strength in binary choice model
We now exploit the concept of latent strength introduced in Section 3.2.1 to allow for ego-alter level heterogeneity in the retention model. We do this by jointly estimating the binary choice model and the various measurement models, allowing for a joint influence on both by the latent strength variable. We first rewrite the utility in the choice model as:
U e,ae = V e,ae + ε e,ae = δ e + f (β, z e,ae,2008 , z e,2008−2012 ) + τ α ae + ε e,ae
This utility specification retains the randomly distributed δ e from Section 3.1 but in addition allows for an impact of the latent strength variable through the estimation of τ . The joint likelihood of the observed retention patterns and answers to the indicator questions for ego e with this model is now given by:
LJ e (µ δ , σ δ , β, τ, γ, σ e , µ I , ζ I ) = δe ηe ae∈Ae ηa e P ya e (δ e , β, τ, α ae )
The resulting model jointly explains the retention pattern for ego e across all his/her alters as well as the answers to the 8 indicator questions, again for each alter. For a given ego e, this model thus explains A e binary outcomes of retention, along with the answers to 7 A e binary and A e ordered questions. This wealth of data for each ego allows us to incorporate not just detailed patterns of deterministic heterogeneity (both directly in the choice model as well as in the structural equation for the latent strength), but also random heterogeneity across egos in both the baseline retention utilities (δ e ) and the latent strength variable and across ego-alters in the latent strength variable. This model is of course much more complex to estimate than either the binary choice models or the measurement models, and again involves integration on two different levels. Figure 2 represents the modelling framework described in this section. As discussed, all the ego and ego-alter characteristics affect the utility of retention, while the latent variable is only affected by the ego and ego-alter characteristics in 2008. While the stated (emotional) closeness, participation in social activities (binary) and the frequency of face-to-face interactions (ordered) are explicitly reported in the graph, the different types of help that the ego and the alter can exchange are grouped into a single category ("social capital"). A number of simplifications of this model are possible. Following the experience with the measurement models, it is clear that making the random heterogeneity in the latent strength purely ego-specific makes little sense, and as such a specification excluding η ae is not advisable. On the other hand, it is possible to estimate models which exclude the ego-level random heterogeneity in the latent strength (i.e. using only η ae ) as well as models which exclude the additional ego level heterogeneity in the binary choice model by using a fixed δ in Equation 9, i.e. setting σ δ = 0.
Implementation
All the models presented in this paper were coded and estimated using R (R Core Team, 2016) , and in particular the Choice Modelling Centre (CMC) estimation package 4 . To help with estimation times, parallel processing was used in model estimation, especially of the models with two layers of integration.
In all models including random heterogeneity, we made use of simulation-based estimation (i.e. maximum simulated likelihood, MSL) to approximate the integrals that do not have a closed form solution. We explain this process on the basis of the full model we put forward, i.e. the one with the greatest level of complexity. The MSL equivalent to Equation 10 is given by:
P ya e (δ e,r , β, τ, α ae,r,s )
In this implementation, we use R ego draws for the ego-level heterogeneity terms, i.e. δ e and the ego-level component of α ae , and R ego−alter draws for the ego-alter level heterogeneity term, i.e. the ego-alter level component of α ae . With our notation above, we have that δ e,r is the r th draw from h (δ e | µ δ , σ δ ), using the notation from Equation 10. A more complicated picture emerges for α ae,r,s . This term is now influenced by the r th ego-level draw from φ (η e ) and the s th ego-alter level draw from φ (η ae ), such that α ae,r,s = g (γ, z e,ae,2008 ) + η e,r + η ae,s . As explained in detail by Hess and Train (2011) , the presence of integrals both inside and outside the product over observations in Equation 10 leads to the presence of summations over draws also inside and outside this product. This means that the component inside the inner-most summation/integral, i.e. P ya e (δ e,r , β, τ, α ae,r,s ) 8 i=1 P I ae,i (α ae,r,s ), needs to be evaluated for each combination of ego-level and ego-alter level draws for that ego. Thus, while, for a simple mixed logit model, the use of R draws means that each choice probability is calculated R times, in a model with two layers of mixing, the use of R ego and R ego−alter draws means that each probability is calculated R ego · R ego−alter times.
At this point, it is worth acknowledging the inherent fact that MSL provides an approximation to the true likelihood of the model, and that the quality of the approximation offered by Equation 11 to Equation 10 depends on the number of draws used. In our implementation, we relied on Halton draws (Halton, 1960) to ensure a better approximation to Equation 10 with a finite number of draws, using the randtoolbox package (Christophe and Petr, 2018) in R. In particular, we set R ego = R ego−alter = 200. We have three dimensions of draws, namely for the ego-level constant in the choice model, i.e. δ e,r , the ego-level component of the latent variable, i.e. η e,r , and the ego-alter level component of that latent variable, i.e. η ae,s . For the latter, different draws are used for different alters, while the same draws for δ e,r and η e,r are reused across alters for the same ego. Crucially, however, we also have two different layers of integration. Going back to the earlier point about computational complexity, the use of 200 draws at each level implies 40, 000 calculations per probability item (e.g. choice, indicator probability), given that P ya e (δ e,r , β, τ, α ae,r,s ) 8 i=1 P I ae,i (α ae,r,s ) needs to be computed for each combination of ego-level and ego-alter level draw for a given ego. This has severe implications for CPU time and memory requirements. The CPU requirements should be obvious, and the memory requirements can be understood by noting that prior to the averaging across draws, the estimation software needs to maintain in memory a three dimensional matrix of probabilities with dimensions (N, R ego , R ego−alter ) where N is the number of observations. In our case, this equates to a matrix with 76, 480, 000 elements. In the hybrid models, there is one such matrix for each indicator on top of the choice probabilities.
As a test of the stability of the estimation process, we compared our results to models using 100 draws and found no substantial differences. We acknowledge that potential issues with instability might only manifest themselves with much higher number of draws (cf. Chiou and Walker, 2007) . The use of 200 draws would clearly be seen as a low number in many applications of random coefficients models, though the curse of dimensionality issues discussed by Cherchi and Guevara (2012) may be seen to apply only with more random parameters than used here. Either way, going beyond 200 draws would of course be "easy" for the model in Section 3.1 5 . However, as discussed above, this is not the case in models with integration at two different layers (such as in the measurement models in Section 3.2.2 and the hybrid models in Section 3.2.3. Of course, an alternative approach would consist of using Bayesian estimation instead of MSL, such as discussed for the interintra case by Dekker et al. (2016) . However, Bayesian estimation is similarly reliant on numerous assumptions, notably in relation to priors and the number of iterations, and we therefore relied on a classical implementation, as covered by Hess and Train (2011) .
One further point to briefly address is the fact that different individuals provide different numbers of observations (i.e. ego-alter pairs), as shown in Table 1 . In our models, each ego-alter pair has the same weight. We avoided the use of weighted estimation, partly due to concerns about inefficiency, but also as the weighting itself might introduce bias -indeed, our unit of measurement is the ego-alter pair, and we would expect egos with more relationships to provide more information about the way in which relationships are lost or retained. We did conduct a brief comparison between unweighted models and models using weights (so that each ego has the same weight), and found no substantial or significant differences in results, but overall lower levels of significance for the weighted model 6 .
Results
This section presents the results for the different models estimated in our study. While the main interest is in the hybrid models (results in Section 4.3), we also present results for simple binary choice models (Section 3.1) as well as measurement models for the latent strength without an accompanying choice model (Section 4.2). This is motivated by results showing that if the choice or latent strength components are modelled on their own, the explanatory drivers differ from a situation where they are modelled jointly. This suggests that only the hybrid model is able to disentangle the role that attributes play in these two components.
Binary choice models
Estimation results for the binary models are presented in Table 3 , where we refer to the simple base model as A 1 and the model with added random heterogeneity as A 2 . We see that A 2 provides better fit according to the log-likelihood (LL) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). This is also confirmed by a likelihood ratio test between the two models, where p ∼ 1.9 * 10 −9 . The µ δ parameter is negative and significant in both models, indicating that egos are overall more likely to lose their social contacts over time. When estimated, σ δ is highly significant, confirming the presence of heterogeneity in retention at the ego level.
As explained above, in A 1 only characteristics of the ego and of ego-alter relationships are used to explain retention. For each effect, we report the estimate (est.) and the robust t-ratio (rob t). In our final specifications, we only retain those variables that have a statistically significant effect, where this list was arrived at after an extensive specification search. All available ego-level socio-demographic effects were tested in the model, in a linear fashion and, where relevant, with non-linear transformations. These included age, sex, level of education, income, different life course changes such as getting married, divorcing or having a child, as well as different social network measures such as network density, number of isolates and different measures of centrality (degree, betweenness and closeness). Ego-alter variables were also tested, including homophily measures, such as same sex or same age, as well as type of relationship between the ego and the alter.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, information about the residential location of alters was also available. Previous research in social network analysis suggests that distance is an important element when it comes to social interactions and establishing social links (e.g. Carrasco et al., 2008a) . For this reason, while the change in distance between the ego's and the alters' residential locations was only available for those alters who had been retained in the network, we attempted to develop a model to infer the same information for the alters that were not retained. Unfortunately, due to the small sample and the high level of missing information, as well as to the complexities in the development of such a model, this attempt was not successful. We believe that a similar effort with more suitable data could lead to better results. Table 3 first reports the ego-level characteristics that help explain the retention of social contacts. In particular, we find that having a landline in 2008 increases the probability of retaining social contacts, while being a student decreases it. The former effect might be related to the fact that owning means of communication helps contact retention; while the latter could be related to the fact that students and their social contacts are more likely to experience life changes that might result in losing touch. At the ego-alter level, we find that gender homophily (i.e. ego-alter both male and egoalter both female) makes relationships more likely to last over time. Gender homophily, together with other types of homophily, has been found to be important in establishing connections (McPherson et al., 2001) . As expected, a strong positive effect is found for immediate family members, while people met through clubs and organisations are more likely to be removed from the network. Moreover, alters who have been only known to the ego for one year or less are less likely to be retained than those who have been known for longer. Betweenness centrality is conceptualised as a measure of "control" of the flow of resources in a network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) , and in the context of social activities is normally seen as the level of contact between a node and the rest of the network. The alters with a higher level of betweenness centrality are more likely to be maintained, likely because they have a more important role in the network structure. Table 4 reports the estimation results for the measurement models. As specified in the top 2 rows of the table, the first model (B 1 ) only includes heterogeneity at the ego level, the second one (B 2 ) only at the ego-alter level, while the last one (B 3 ) includes both, so that σ e is estimated while σ ae is set to 1, as explained in Section 3.2.1. The model including both the ego and ego-alter heterogeneity performs better than the other two. The p-value for the likelihood ratio test comparing B 3 to B 1 is p ∼ 6.3 * 10 −37 while the comparison between B 3 to B 2 results in p ∼ 1.4 * 10 −15 . B 1 and B 2 have the same number of parameters, so the test cannot be performed, but both the LL and BIC are better for B 2 . This makes intuitive sense, as we would expect most of the heterogeneity in strength to be at the ego-alter level, and that serves as a motivation for attempting to include such ego-alter level heterogeneity also in the choice model, which is only possible in the hybrid structure discussed in Section 3.2.3.
Measurement models
For each of the binary indicators used in the measurement model, we report a mean (µ I ), estimated from the binary logit model. For example, µ I,receive advice on work opportunities is negative and significant in all the models, indicating that most egos in the sample do not receive advice about new jobs from most of their social contacts. Frequency of faceto-face interaction is the only non-binary indicator used: respondents could state that they never see the alter face-to-face, that they do so at least once a year, at least once a month, at least once a week, or multiple times per week. We estimate four thresholds in an ordered logit model t 1 − t 4 I,f ace to f ace , so that the probability that a person answers "never" is the probability that the utility is less than −3.5628 (in model B 1 ) and so on. The impact of the latent strength on the indicators is captured by the ζ I parameters. We see that the latent variable positively affects all the indicators, confirming that α ae might indeed be measuring relationship strength.
After this first set of estimated parameters, we report the σ terms, which reflect the heterogeneity at the ego and at the ego-alter level, as discussed above. σ e is significant and its value is less than 1, confirming the presence of heterogeneity in strength at the ego level, but also indicating that there is higher heterogeneity at the ego-alter level.
The set of γ reported in the lower part of the tables represent the significant coefficients of the covariates included in Equation 5. We have included these covariates to explore possible correlations, but the work in sociology looking at relationship strength has mainly relied on using indicators of this purely latent construct, rather than modelling it as a dependent variable. Nevertheless, we believe that some of the effects we obtain are intuitive.
Some ego-level socio-demographics were significant, although their effects are the most difficult to interpret. For example, the age of egos is included as a continuous variable and is negatively related to relationship strength. Older people may be lonelier and not benefit from as much social support and interactions as others, which help build stronger relationships. Being unemployed or a homemaker is also negatively related with having stronger relationships. While this result is difficult to interpret, it is possible that being at university or in employment implied further opportunities to keep in touch with others, and having the financial means to get involved in social activities can help strengthen relationships, while unemployed people might be busy looking for jobs and taking care of the household (as homemakers) and living less socially active lives. On the contrary, one could argue that homemakers have more free time than employed people and they could devote it to deepen their relationships. We believe that this effect be worth further investigation.
Having lived for many years in the same neighbourhood is related with less strong social connections, a result which is somewhat counter-intuitive. The larger the network size of an ego, the less strong his/her individual relationships will tend to be. This result is intuitive, as a larger network will require more resources such as time and other types of effort to maintain, and each node will receive less "care" so that many nodes can be active.
The two measures of network density and network centrality (also referred to as graph centrality) were found to have opposite effects on strength, the first one being negative and the second one positive. Network density is computed as the ratio between the actual connections in a network and the potential connections. Therefore, if it is equal to 1, if means that all the alters know each other. The effect is rather weak in all the models. Network centrality denotes the variations in the point centralities in the network, which in turn represent a measure indicating whether each alter is directly connected with a large proportion of network members. So in networks with high variations in the point centralities, egos are more likely to have strong social contacts, although the effect is only significant in model B 2 . In terms of ego-alter measures, we observe that if the alter is an immediate family member, the relationship is more likely to be strong. The opposite is true if the ego and the alter have known each other for less than one year or were both students in 2008. The latter effect might be due to the fact that if both were students, possibly they met at university they did not establish a strong relationship. As expected, alters with higher level of betweenness are also more likely to be strong contacts. These are the contacts with a central role in the network, so they are likely to be important for the ego. Finally, we found that a higher level of ego-alter degree centrality, or "point centrality" is associated with stronger ties. These alters are likely to be crucial nodes in the network, and therefore it is to be expected that they will be important for the ego as well.
Hybrid choice models
As described above, we report the results for different versions of the hybrid model, where we jointly estimate the binary choice model and the various measurement models, in Tables 5 and 6 . The specific assumptions in terms of heterogeneity in each of the models are specified in the top 3 rows of the table. In the first 3 models, all the heterogeneity is linked to the latent variable α. In C 1 , this heterogeneity is only at the ego level, in C 2 it is only at the ego-alter level, while in C 3 it is in both. The likelihood ratio test comparing C 3 to C 1 shows a strongly significant improvement (p ∼ 9.3 * 10 −51 ) as well as in the case where C 3 is compared to C 2 (p ∼ 1.3 * 10 −15 ), confirming the need to accommodate the heterogeneity in strength both at the ego and at the ego-alter level. Models C 4 to C 6 include additional ego level heterogeneity in retention not linked to the latent variable, while in order from C 4 to C 6 , they use the same specification of the latent variable heterogeneity as in C 1 to C 3 . C 6 is therefore the most complex model, including both ego and ego-alter heterogeneity in the latent variable, as well as ego level heterogeneity in retention. We again see that the most complex model, C 6 , offers significant improvements over C 4 and C 5 , with p-values of the likelihood ratio tests of p ∼ 7.9 * 10 −53 and p ∼ 7.2 * 10 −15 , respectively. We can also compare the models that have the same pattern of heterogeneity in the latent variable but differ in terms of heterogeneity in the retention part of the model. Model C 4 provides a significant improvement over C 1 (p ∼ 3.2 * 10 −7 ), as does C 5 over C 2 (p ∼ 4.2 * 10 −10 ) and C 6 over C 3 (p ∼ 2.4 * 10 −9 ). Finally, we always see that the using ego-alter level heterogeneity in the latent variable is better than ego-level heterogeneity (C 1 and C 2 , and C 4 and C 5 ). These results show, as expected, that allowing for additional random heterogeneity in both retention and latent strength, both at the ego and at the ego-alter level, significantly improves model fit.
The overall log-likelihoods of the hybrid models are clearly more negative than those of the simple binary choice models as they also incorporate the likelihood of the measurement model component. It is possible, as we have done in Table 5 , to factor out the component of the log-likelihood that relates to the choice model only. However, some caution is required to not over-interpret these values. As discussed at length by Vij and Walker (2016) , a hybrid choice model is not theoretically able to offer better fit to the choice model component than an equally flexible choice model estimated on its own. A slightly different picture applies in the context of our application, as the simple binary models in Table 3 only incorporate ego-level heterogeneity. As such, it is not contradictory that a slightly better fit to the choice component alone is obtained by models C 4 to C 6 . However, this improvement is negligible -the real benefit of the model is that it can disentangle the different layers of heterogeneity which is behaviourally appealing. On the other hand, it is worth discussing why a lower fit to the choice component is obtained by models C 1 to C 3 . The key reason here is that these three models force all random heterogeneity (whether ego-level or ego-alter level) to be in the latent strength variable. As this variable needs to also explain the heterogeneity in the measurement model (on top of the choice model), it is then not surprising that it offers a poorer explanation of the choices alone. Additionally, it should be noted that the utility specification differs between the simple choice models and the choice component of the hybrid model, such that no formal comparison of fit is possible anyway. Table 5 reports the results related to the retention part of the model (although of course the two parts of the model were jointly estimated). Where present, the heterogeneity in retention in the choice model (σ δ ) is significant, meaning that there are differences across egos in retention independent of the latent strength variable, even when the latent strength incorporates heterogeneity at the ego level. The τ parameters represents the effect impact of the latent variable α ae on the outcome of retention. The estimated coef-ficient is positive and significant in all the specifications, although it is worth noting that it is weaker (the coefficient is smaller in absolute value and less significant) in models C 1 and C 4 , i.e. where we do not allow for ego-alter heterogeneity in strength. Given the discussion in Section 4.2 about the interpretation of the latent variable, a positive τ means that a higher value in the latent variable has a positive impact on the likelihood of contact retention. The actual sign of this can only be interpreted together with the findings from the measurement model in Table 6 . We see that all ζ parameters are again positive, confirming the directionality of the latent variable as a positive strength. This shows that a higher latent strength increases the likelihood of retaining a social contact in the choice model (positive τ ). In terms of random heterogeneity introduced by the latent strength into the choice models, all models except C 1 and C 4 introduce significant heterogeneity at the ego-alter level, something that was not possible with the binary choice models alone.
The socio-demographic and network characteristics also need to be jointly studied in the two model components, given that for numerous variables, a significant effect arises in both 7 . Some effects matter only in the choice model. This includes a positive impact on retention for egos who have a landline in 2008 (although this is only weakly significant in model C 2 ), a negative impact for students in 2008 or those who went to university between 2008 and 2012 and a positive impact if both ego and alter are male. The first two effects were also found in models A 1 and A 2 . Students who went to university between the two waves are likely to have removed some connections to form new ones, as suggested by the literature associating life course events and social network changes (e.g. Degenne and Lebeaux, 2005) . As mentioned above, gender homophily is confirmed to be an important factor for the choice of contacts.
Similarly, some effects are only present through the latent strength variable. This includes reduced relationship strength for older respondents, those not employed and homemakers, as also found for models B 1 -B 3 . Network size and density have a negative impact on latent strength, while ego network centrality has a positive impact, as has egoalter network betweenness. There is increased strength if both ego and alter are aged over 60 or if both are professionals, with reduced strength for newer acquaintances. The first two effects confirm the importance of homophily effects (McPherson et al., 2001) , importantly not only for retention but also for strength. We also find it reasonable that people who have known each other for a short time have not had the time to deepen their relationship.
The most interesting findings arise when looking at those variables present in both model components. Here we need to look at the sum of β+τ γ. While we see positive signs for both β and γ for female gender homophily and for immediate family (as expected), the same is not the case for three other measures. We see that, like in the measurement models alone, having lived in a neighbourhood for longer reduces the latent strength, and this outweighs the positive sign for β in the choice model alone, for all the models except C 1 .
If both ego and alter are students, this reduces the latent strength, but the final impact on the utility of retention remains positive (1.0205 + 0.858 · −0.7946 = 0.3387 for model C 6 ). Finally, the rather strong positive effect of ego-alter network centrality in the latent variable is dampened in the choice model by the less strong β, so that the effect is weaker in the choice model. These results validate our approach of testing the role of these variables in both models where the inclusion in only the structural equation would have assumed a common impact on latent strength and retention, while the inclusion in only the choice model would have prevented us from understanding the drivers of latent strength.
The ζ I parameters for the measurement models showed in Table 6 are weaker (the coefficients are smaller in absolute value and less significant) in models C 1 and C 4 , i.e. where we do not allow for ego-alter heterogeneity in strength. The signs are still as expected, so the interpretation does not change. σ e , when estimated (in models C 3 and C 6 ) is significant and smaller than 1, suggesting that there is higher heterogeneity at the ego-alter level than at the ego level.
Conclusions
Our study investigated social network dynamics over time, with a particular focus on the retention in the social network (vs. loss) of social contacts over a four-year interval. Our results unveil interesting insights, showing that both ego socio-demographics and lifecourse changes, as well as ego-alter characteristics, have a significant impact on retention.
The key contribution of our work comes in attempts to disentangle sources of heterogeneity and in particular to allow for ego-alter level random heterogeneity. This is important due to a key limitation of the type of data collected for social network evolution. Indeed, the vast majority of such data are collected from the point of view of the ego, and the analyst can only rely on information provided by one of the dancers, if we use the metaphor "it takes two to tango". This already creates significant scope for heterogeneity at the ego-alter level. As an example, a relationship might have ended not because the ego decided to interrupt it, but because the alter was no longer interested in it. Explaining such an outcome on the basis of ego-level only data is problematic and creates clear scope for the type of heterogeneity we introduce in our models.
We accommodate this ego-alter level random heterogeneity through a hybrid framework in which we develop a latent variable for relationship strength, which varies both across egos and across ego-alter pairs. We use this to explain a number of indicators of relationship strength as well as accommodating heterogeneity in the choice model (on top of independent heterogeneity).
Our findings on a typical name generator dataset underline the relevance of random ego-level heterogeneity in retention, as well as both ego and ego-alter level heterogeneity in strength. The former means that some egos will retain more social contacts than -7,819.33 -7,776.80 -7,744.30 -7,819.60 -7,776.44 -7,743 3.6119 -12.44 -3.8805 -11.38 -3.8159 -12.02 -3.658 -11.96 -3.9158 -11.6 -3.8584 -12.17 others, while the latter implies that some egos will be more prone to establishing strong relationships than others (variation across egos) and that even within a specific ego's network, certain ties will be stronger than others (variation across alters, for an ego).
This paper has focused on understanding the process of retention of social contacts. Differently from the social networks literature, it proposed a more advanced approach to this behavioural process, accommodating different factors that are shown to have a significant effect on retention of social contacts and relationship strength. The treatment of ego and dyad-level random heterogeneity adds to this effort, capturing substantial variation at both levels and providing a more detailed picture of real-life behaviour. While these modelling techniques have been (to some extent) applied in the field of choice modelling, their application to social network evolution represents an innovation in two different fields. In addition, the work itself is also useful for the choice modelling community as it shows how the use of a hybrid model can be helpful in accounting for heterogeneity at different levels (i.e. inter and intra-person).
The findings we presented could be operationalised to forecast the composition of social networks, as well as the strength of social networks, as they both depend on socio-demographic characteristics of the ego and the alter. This could allow analysts to produce better predictions of other decisions that are connected to an individual's social networks.
While our results are in line with expectations and provide interesting insights, we acknowledge some limitations of the current work due to the data used. We made use of a two-wave dataset from Chile, where social network data were collected by means of two name generators. Name generators have raised concerns due to potential recall biases (Bell et al., 2007) , and in our case we are modelling whether egos recall each alter in the second wave, not whether the alter is still in the network. Collecting reliable social network data and efforts into exploring different data sources, especially panel, is a research area where further effort is needed.
It is worth acknowledging again that our analysis makes use of a rather small sample of individuals, where this reflects the difficulty of collecting data from the same people at two points in time that were four years apart from one another. A larger sample might provide more detailed insights as well as allowing for validation with out-of-sample prediction testing. Given the small sample size, we specifically make no claim that the results we obtain are representative of an overall population, especially when it comes to socio-demographic effects that are driven by small subsets of the sample population 8 . However, this was never the aim of the paper which seeks to provide initial insights into the potential layers and sources of heterogeneity in the context of relationship retention.
We believe this study to be a necessary step to develop methods and tools that will be successively refined, and future work will be able to focus on their application and on the development of better techniques for data collection. Moreover, while the application of this model is of course possible, the type and amount of information needed for accurate application might not be trivial to gather. Finally, an important area for future work is looking beyond which alters leave a network and also incorporate the arrival of new alters.
